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The Newman Centre
Richard Challoner School
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About us..
The Newman Centre is a Specialist Resource Provision
(SRP) within the mainstream school of Richard Challoner.

The Newman Centre is open throughout the day giving the

We are fully inclusive in all areas of the wider school. It is

pupils a chance to interact with key staff a peer’s that are

our aim, that the pupils who have access to the provision,

familiar too them, before school, morning breaks, 2

have as near to a mainstream experience within school as

lunchtimes and during planned therapy sessions. All pupils

possible. We are a place of calm and wellbeing for those

in the Newman Centre have an EHCP (Education Health

pupils that can sometimes find it difficult to cope with all

Care Plan) and receive between 1-3 periods a week

the demands of a mainstream secondary school on a day

(depending on need) of designated, bespoke therapy

to day basis. Having said this, we truly believe that if a

sessions. These can include: Emotional regulation, anger

young person feels safe, listened too and understood, then

management, resilience training, social thinking, conflict

it allows them to have the self-confidence/self-belief to

resolution and restorative justice, to name but a few. Our

reach their true potential, both academically and socially.

aim is to support our pupils in being able to access as much

Here in the Newman Centre, we endeavour to support our
young people in all areas of their lives. We understand the
difficulties/anxieties they can experience outside of the
learning environment and the impact this can have on
their day to day lives in school. We build and nurture
strong relationships with parents/carers and have regular
contact via phone calls, emails and face to face meetings.
This allows us to see the bigger picture of what is going
on in a young person’s life. Working in a supportive and
collaborative way with the whole family, builds trusting
relationships, which in turn really helps the young people
we work with feel safe and supported as much as possible.

of the mainstream lessons/environment as possible.

We are really proud that a large proportion of our
students also receive weekly sessions of social

What we been up to this year

..

skills/social thinking, run by the Learning Support
Department who we are a part of.

Animal care
Lego therapy.
1:1 Mentoring.
Reward sessions

We are also pleased to offer dedicated time for
Occupational therapy (OT), Educational Psychologist
(EP), Speech & Language Therapy (SALT) etc.
Whilst our main focus is as an inclusive Social

Drawing & talking
Moral Philosophy.
Communication postcards

Emotional Mental Health provision, we also facilitate

New therapy dog called Leo
Mindfulness/relaxation session
Counselling and listening skills
Conflict resolution and restorative justice
Outreach to local special school (St Phillips).
Outreach with other staff to help support our pupils

some structured bespoke support (especially for our

KS4 pupils) for those pupils that are struggling, due
to

their

needs.

This

can

involve

help

with

organisation, equipment, revision, meetings with

teachers and just a quiet, safe environment to help
them be able to concentrate more

Understanding and coping with physical and mental illness
Outreach to other vulnerable pupils in the
College visits for KS4 students

Our Family
Ms Allum has had 20 years of experience working with male pupils
with SEMH (Social, Emotional, Mental health needs) These include
ASD, ADHD, ODD, PDA, Anxiety, low self-esteem, depression, eating
disorders, self-harm and many others. “working with families in a
collaborative and transparent way to help support the young person
is something I’m very passionate about.” “I have found that the young
people that I work with feel much more supported and able to trust,
when you’re aware of the bigger picture of what is going on in their
lives and understand how this might influence how they might present
in school.”

Ms Alnltruem Lead
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Hi, my name is Miss Keely and much like many other
members of staff at Richard Challoner School I was once a
student in the 6th form, but I have been a member of staff
here since February 2019. I graduated with a degree in
Sociology (Bsc) and was working in an office environment
for a few months before realising I wanted to work in a field
more closely related to my undergraduate studies. My role
in the Newman Centre is to support the students in and
outside of lessons, this way I am able to highlight areas in
which they need further assistance and build strategies with
the students focusing on both education support and their
SEMH (social, emotional and mental health). I am a primary
contact for parents of our Newman Centre students and
members of staff in school who teach them, this
communication is beneficial for everyone to ensure we can
provide the best support we can for our young people. My
official title is Trainee Education Support Professional and I
plan to go on more training courses in the New Year to
build on my professional development within the education
support and SEMH field.

Miss Keeley
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When you don’t find me teaching in our Post-16 MLD unit (Xavier Centre)
I will be busy working in the Newman Centre. While in the Newman
Centre, I deliver 1:1 and small group interventions to students. These
include The Zones of Regulation, resilience building activities, the Blob
Communication tools as well as games to build communication skills, team
work and self-esteem. I introduced Strength and Difficulty Questionnaires
into the centre, as a way to track the progression students are making and
to see where further interventions may be necessary. I also provide
guidance to less experienced members of staff in terms of SEN awareness
and the different intervention packages available. I meet with other team
members on a weekly basis to discuss students and share methods of

Miss Dainton
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I joined Richard Challoner in September 2018 as an LSA within
Learning Support after completing a BA at the University of
Brighton. After a couple of months, I began to get involved in
the Newman Centre to mentor and assist with the transition of
a new Newman student who had moved to Challoner from
another school. I spent the remainder of the school year
working very closely with this student, supporting him in
lessons, with his OT programme and in 1:1’s.
This year I have continued to mentor multiple boys within the
Newman Centre and have furthered my involvement by reintroducing Drawing and Talking, an art therapy intervention,
on offer to Newman students across the different year groups.
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My name is Mr. King, but some call me sir. My background is in economics
which I studied in Manchester before working as a buyer for several years for
Tesco. I have now been at Richard Challoner for a year, working as an LSA
with a focus on mathematics and holding some other responsibilities. One of
which is teaching maths to our students in the Xavier centre who have
moderate developmental and educational needs. Another is the time I spend
in the Newman Centre. I got to know the boys really well last year on break
and lunch duty and continue to spend time with them this year. I spend break
with them once a week which allows me to check in with all of them and
remind them there is another person they can talk to around the wider
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school. I also have 1:1 sessions in the centre and spend time in their lessons
to give them some continuity. I am currently training to be a level 3 counsellor
at college and use these skills to help make the Newman boys feel listened
to and like there is another person who is willing to try and understand them
and see things through their eyes.

Current Organisation and set up…
Pupils in the centre have lessons in mainstream
classes often with the support of an LSA but
also have access to between 1-4 sessions in the
Newman Centre. These interventions are
bespoke and are completely tailored to the
needs of the individual pupils. These include
but are not limited to:
Animal therapy
Mindfulness/Drawing and talking therapy
Social thinking
Occupational Therapy
Speech and language
Emotional literacy
Building self-esteem, confidence and resilience
Self-control and behavioural regulation
Conflict resolution and restorative justice
Understanding and coping with mental/physical
illness
Counselling
Transition to secondary school and post 16
provision
Organising therapies and activities outside of

Support to engage with wider school
community e.g. house events, music or
drama performances.

school e.g. sports teams.

Access to centre before, break times and

Support to engage with wider school community
e.g. house events, music or drama performances.

Access for mainstream students with SEMH if

selected lunchtimes.]]

needed for short respite periods.

Year Group

Numbers on roll/allocated

7
8
9
10
11

2
3
4
3
2
14

Total

Student Voice…
“It’s a very useful place to go and speak to
lovely people if you have any worries and it
allows you to express your feelings, you’re
never alone you always have someone to
speak. It feels really safe.”
- Year 8 Student
“The Newman Centre is a great place because if you have a
problem or have got into trouble, but you don’t understand you
can come and talk to the staff in Newman and they will help you
figure out why this thing has happened. Newman is a safe place
where it is calm and you can feel ok to let you anger out. Even if
you have problems at home you can still chat to someone about
it.”
- Year 9 Student

“It’s really good here, because there’s lots of
different things to do. Playing with Leo (school
dog) and guinea pig. The Newman centre has
given me “hope” that I can settle in a mainstream
school. It feels like a safe place to be and I am
listened to. The 1:1 sessions really help me as do
my movement breaks in double lessons.”
- Year 9 Student

Parent Voice…
Parent of a year 8 student;
“….I think when my son saw that we talked with you about any and all concerns and that you were
actively communicating with us so that the best possible support would always be in place, it made a
big difference to him, he realised his support system is 360 degrees, totally encompassing him. He
knew we were on the same page, working together to help him. That’s a huge deal for him, that
sense of continuity between home and school, especially for kids who need routine, its a such a
massive reassurance and not always common practice in schools ( from our experience)……”
Full Parent Review

Teaching Staff at Richard Challoner …
Mr Gallagher – Transition Lead & Assistant Year
9 Leader

The Newman Centre has been imperative to the
success of my department and the very specific
backgrounds and needs that I teach. The therapy
allows those students to develop their social,
emotional and behavioural needs and most
importantly, gives them access to people and a
location where they always feel safe and
supported . The therapy and work that goes on
in the Newman centre creates a platform for the
boys to flourish when they are in the classroom.
Miss Durdle Teacher of Drama & Assistant Year 7
Leader

“The additional 1:1 support the students get helps
to relive anxiety as they have time to discuss issues
and work on classwork or homework in a low risk
setting. It provides them with confidence for when
they renter the classroom, knowing that they are
prepared.
Having LSA support in lessons is incredibly helpful, especially in
exam classes, however there is often a lot of academic pressure
that tends to distress some students. Having additional
therapeutic support allows for better emotion as well as academic
understanding when in the classroom environment. it’s clear to
see this “double” support plays a huge aspect in the success of
these students.
Outside of the lesson, the Newman centre supports my teaching
role as a form tutor. The communication between Newman and
the teachers is frequent and I always feel up to date. We work
together so that the students get the best support from all areas
of the school.
I have seen students learn to modify their reactions and be
proactive when situations arise. Students know that they can have
time/space to reset if something has troubled them either after
the lesson or sometimes during the lesson. Students can become
more trusting of adults as the relationship between the centre
staff and the students is different to that of the student and
teacher or student and parent as their primary role is to look after
the SEMH of the child.”

Our Continuing Aims …
We will continue to work on the wider impact on how the Newman Centre is seen and supported
across the school and be a positive nurturing family environment. Second hand positive influences for
the wider school, how the Centre has come to support the teaching staff and also other non SRP
students.
Within the Centre we aim to;

-

Continue being an integral part of the Learning Support Department
Continual development of all staff in The Newman Centre to reflect and keep up with the
specific individual needs of the students arriving each year.
Develop sheltered outdoor space.
Develop our travel training program
Continue to keep a range animal within the provision.
Expand our supported Collage visits with students.
Continually Improve and develop internal space to be suitable for boys with SEMH needs.

Within Richard Challoner School;

-

Allow for outreach to the wider school community ensuring upskilling of staff and individual
work being carried out with non-Newman centre students.
Opportunities to meet and discuss strategies to support the Newman Centre students with
teaching and LS staff in order to ensure the students reach their full academic potential.

Within Kingston Local Area;

-

Build and foster links with other SRPs in the borough.
Continue to build links with specialist schools to be able to provide new opportunities for
students.
More external therapeutic visitors for the Newman students e.g. Zoo lab, Drama workshops
Primary school visits
Transition work (year7
Newman School Trip (emotional resilience and team bonding day)

